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ACASIA is fully equipped with a 
comprehensive suite of connectivity 
services and digital infrastructure to serve 
a multitude of verticals ranging from 
people, small medium enterprises (SMEs), 
multinationals, broadcasters, telcos, 
financial institutions, education sectors 
and government agencies via our 
seamless ICT Solutions.

Made to connect the dots between the 
ASEAN region and Global, we leverage 
on strengths of our shareholders and 
ready to play a significant role in the 
digital transformation connecting ASEAN 
and global business.
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50672 Kuala Lumpur,

Malaysia.
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Customize your

Custom-tailored to your specific needs and requirements
SOLUTION

As an ICT consultant group with 
extensive knowledge of IT (Information 
Technology) and Communications 
(Telecommunications), we assist clients 
by advising them on how to use 
information technology to meet client 
business objectives or solve problems.

Consult with a

@acasiacomms
ACASIA Communications Sdn Bhd

PROFESSIONALSecured overlay over transport
Manage customer security concerns 
Manage application performance 
via centralized orchestration build in

Digital Infrastructure
Smart Solution
ICT Solution

aRC
ACASIA Regional Connectivity (aRC), 
provides secured connectivity of Layer 1, 
Layer 2, and Layer 3 through robust 
network and we have the capability to 
manage a seamless network for 
customers. We provide customised 
solution that caters to your need and 

SD-WAN
Simplified network solution from MPLS into 
One single box located at customer 
branches or data centre (HQ).  Software 
base WAN platform that help Enterprise 
and  Vendors to manage their multiple 
networks.
Consist of added intelligence for :

Digital Solution
Consist of added intelligence for :

aXIS
ACASIA Managed Internet Service (aXIS), 
provides network agility to our customers 
with a one-stop secure SD-WAN 
managed solution consisting of 
next-generation WAN control bundled 
with global and local connectivity, 
leveraging on our extensive IPVPN global 
coverage, internet access and our global 
partners’ presence to create a seamless, 
high-performance platform in order to 
serve our customer’s connectivity needs 


